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Supplemental Tables and Figures  1 

Table S1. In situ rate measurements - Rate measurements for ammonia oxidation, nitrite oxidation, nitrate 2 
reduction and nitrite uptake from 4 cruises to the ETNP. Incubated in ambient conditions. Shows water 3 
characteristics at sample collection site, and standard deviation and limit of detection for experimental bottle 4 
replicates.  5 

 6 

Table S2. Table of Station Summary Features – Station specific water column features are listed for each station 7 
from the 2016 PPS dataset (a). Means are presented in the second table for all stations in the PPS2016 dataset (b), as 8 
well as means for the ‘offshore’ and ‘coastal’ station groupings (13,14,15,16 and 6,7,8,9, respectively).   9 

(a)     10 

 11 
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(b) 12 

 13 

Table S3. Coefficients from ‘Full’ MLR model – Optimized multiple linear regression coefficients from each 14 
‘full’ model and relative importance values (all-stations, coastal, offshore). 15 

 16 

Table S4. Error values for ‘Full’ MLR – Observed nitrite maxima and corresponding depth are listed for each 17 
station during the 2016 cruise (PPS data). The depth error and nitrite maxima size errors are listed for each of the 18 
three models. Negative error values are underestimates of the observed feature, and positive errors are overestimates 19 
of the observed nitrite maximum. The stations used for training the coastal and offshore models are boxed (coastal – 20 
6,7,8,9 and offshore – 13,14,15,16). Summary of the observed nitrite maxima across the region (means and standard 21 
errors), and summaries for the errors in each model are listed at the bottom of the table. In the offshore model, nitrite 22 
maxima size error at Station 8 is an extreme outlier, thus a summary excluding this station is also provided for the 23 
offshore model. Summaries (mean and standard error) of the errors for only the subset of training stations for each 24 
model are also included. 25 
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 26 

Table S5. Error values for ‘Core’ MLR – Observed nitrite maxima and corresponding depth are listed for each 27 
station during the 2016 cruise (PPS data). The depth error and nitrite maxima size errors are listed for each of the 28 
two core models. Negative error values are underestimates of the observed feature, and positive errors are 29 
overestimates of the observed nitrite maximum. The stations used for training the coastal and offshore models are 30 
boxed (coastal – 6,7,8,9 and offshore – 13,14,15,16). Summary of the observed nitrite maxima across the region 31 
(means and standard errors), and summaries for the errors in each model are listed at the bottom of the table. 32 
Summaries (mean and standard error) of the errors for only the subset of training stations for each model are also 33 
included. 34 

 35 

 36 
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Figure S1. Nitrite concentrations vs environmental quantities (not stations water column features) – Cannot 37 
expect linear correlations between a unimodal quantity across depth (nitrite) with quantities that are offset in depth 38 
space or have more linear distributions. This, data was summarized into station features to look for correlations 39 
across stations. 40 

 41 

Figure S2. Regressions with CTD data included – (a) Concentration of the nitrite maxima regressed against water 42 
column features and (b) depth of the nitrite maxima regressed against depth-related water column features.43 

 44 

 45 

 46 
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Figure S3. Regression of depth of nitrite maxima – This plot shows regressions of depth vs features of the water 47 
column that are not limited to depth-related features (eg. depth of nitrite maxima vs concentration of chlorophyll at 48 
the nitrite maxima). 49 

 50 

Figure S4. Rates vs nitrite concentration – None of the four rate measurements (ammonia oxidation, nitrite 51 
oxidation, nitrate reduction or nitrite uptake) or net nitrite calculations (NetNit, NetPhy, NetNO2) correlate with 52 
observed nitrite concentrations at the depth of measurement. 53 

 54 
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Figure S5. Maximum Rates vs PNM size – The maximum measured rate at each station was regressed against the 55 
size of the PNM for that station, and no correlations were seen. Because only 3-4 depths were sampled for rate 56 
measurements per station, there is a possibility that we missed the depth of the real maximum rate and/or the real 57 
nitrite maxima. 58 

 59 

Figure S6. Residence Time – residence time can be calculated from net influx or outflux to the system assuming 60 
steady-state. We calculated residence time using net production of nitrite (a), production from ammonia oxidation 61 
(b) and using net consumption (c). Mean residence times are 30.8, 43.4, 20.3 days, respectively. Potential formation 62 
time is calculated using the NetNO2 production rates and observed nitrite concentrations (d). Mean formation time 63 
is 4.4 days. 64 

 65 

 66 

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure S7. Predicted vs observed plots for natural log transformed nitrite at model training stations in ‘full’ MLRs 67 
(a. All-Station, b. Coastal, c. Offshore)  68 

69 

 70 
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Figure S8. Predicted vs observed plots for natural log transformed nitrite at model training stations in ‘core’ MLRs 73 
(a. Coastal and b. Offshore) 74 

75 
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Figure S9. Rescale of Figure 6. Nitrite profile predictions from three ‘full’ model multiple linear regression analyses 88 
plotted with larger scale (0-4uM). Offshore model: Station 8 and 9 are beyond the x-axis. All-station model: Station 89 
8 is beyond the x-axis. 90 
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